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               The mobile telephone kills off India's Electric Telegraph after 163 years.    
 
                               Nostalgic rush as telegram reaches its final stop 
  
During the 19th century it was credited with sparing the British Empire the loss of the jewel in its crown.                  
"The electric telegraph has saved India" Robert Montgomery, a British administrator in colonial India, remarked   
after the mutiny of 1857. 
 
He was right. A 4830km network of wires had helped to alert British commanders to the spreading Sepoy revolt, and 
meant they remained one step ahead of the game. Later, it became the preferred form of  communication for            
Mahatma Gandhi as he negotiated the end of the Raj. 163 years after it was launched on an experimental line in      
Calcutta India is calling time on its telegraph service. 
 
The country's last telegram was sent on July 15 2013, the date chosen by its operator Bharat Sanchar  Nigam Ltd.   
“The telegram has lost its relevance", a BSNL official said. "the basic idea of a telegram was to send a message fast. 
Now SMS, fax and emails do that job". 
 
 The golden age of the Indian telegraph was in fact the 1980's, when a peak of 100,000 messages were  being sent and 
received in the Delhi main office each day. With mounting losses and dwindling numbers of users as Indians switched 
to mobile phones and the internet, BSNL quietly scrapped its international telegram service in 2011. At the same time 
it hiked up prices for domestic telegrams from 4 rupees per 50 words to 50 rupees. 
 
This week it threw in the towel, announcing that the domestic telegram services which still employs 2,000 people at 
dozens of stations across the subcontinent, was no longer viable.  "It's very sad," said Ramachandra Pattabhiraman, 
state secretary of the National Federation of Telegram Employees, which is campaigning to have the decision            
reversed. "It is a very good service and we should thank the British for giving us the telegram." 
 
He insists there is still a brisk market for telegrams in India among the rural poor who have not yet  progressed to 
mobile phones and among the police and other arms of the Indian government that still use  telegrams for some     
official business.  Mr Pattabhiraman said he had written to the Indian government  asking that the service be merged 
back into the nationalised postal service from which it was stripped in the 1990s.                                                            
However, he admitted he was fighting an uphill battle against cold economic logic. 
 
Either way, the decision finally draws the curtain on India's long history of telegraphy, which began when William 
Brooke O'Shaughnessy, an Irishman from Limerick, installed the first line, which ran 43km from central Kolkata to 
the suburb of Diamond Harbour.    
 
The technology was an instant hit, and by 1856 the network had expanded to some 46 receiving stations. 
 
By 1939, India had 160,000km of telegraph lines carrying 17 million messages a year. Even after the introduction of 
the telephone in India in 1882, the telegraph continued to hold its own, offering a cheaper and more reliable service. 
In fact, it was not the advent of fixed line telephone that killed the telegraph but the arrival of the mobile phone in the 

1990s.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Thousands of Indians crammed into telegram offices on the last day to send souvenir messages to friends and family 
before the service shut down after 162 years. Many were seen calling on mobile phones to get the postal addresses of 
their friends to send the last dispatch. 
 
Leave for all staff was cancelled to handle the volume of messages which cost a minimum 50c and are hand-delivered 
by workers on bicycles. 
 
"I have never seen such a rush before. They are some people who are sending 20 telegram in one go," said Ranjara 
Das who is in charge of transmitting the telegrams. "The service would not have been killed had there been this kind 
of rush through the year," worker Vinod Rai said. 
 
The service known popularly as the "Taar" or wire, is closing because of mounting financial losses. 
 
"While we communicate with improving modern means, let us sample a bit of history," said one of the last telegrams. 
 
Before mobile phones and the internet, the telegram was the main form of long-distance communication, with 20    

million messages sent from India during the subcontinent's bloody partition in 1947. 
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Leo Gilbert Cohen 
    1900 - 1954 

     LEOPOLD GILBERT COHEN – PART ONE 

This rare photo of Leo Cohen was kindly provided for exclusive publication by  the W.A. Morsecodians Fraternity by Maurie Milani, 

VK3CWB of Victoria. 

In the early 1920's in Melbourne, Leo was the inventor of the famous Australian 'jigger' the Simplex Auto. Many years ago Maurie was in 

contact with Ray Jones, a fellow colleague of Leo's and co-graduate of the 1917 telegraphist-in-training course in Melbourne. Ray was an 

amateur known to many as VK3RJ. He was a supervisor for several years during Allan Moore's time in the Melbourne CTO. Ray loaned 

Maurie the photograph for copying, research and future publishing. The original was later returned to the Jones family. Ray told Maurie 

quite a lot about Leo and how they interacted socially. Leo was a frequent visitor to the Jones'  home in Box Hill. Maurie's  intent was to try 

and locate any of Leo's  next of kin, photos and so forth and Ray Jones started this process for him. Unfortunately  it came to an end when 

Ray passed away. Perhaps we may prevail upon Maurie at a later date, for more stories about Leo Cohen - a wonderful inventor of one of 

the best Morse sending aids available. 

   INVENTOR OF THE AUSTRALIAN SIMPLEX AUTO MORSE JIGGER 

 

(This is a revised short history of Leo Cohen.  Other former Melbourne C.T.O (Chief Telegraph Office) staff will be mentioned as part of 

the story – their names will not be known to all, but will be of interest to many former Telegraphists who were part of, or had an             

association with the Melbourne group.) It is not an exhaustive history, and readers are invited to view the valuable research work on the 

Internet provided by Mr. Ron McMullen of Yass, who has made a study of the Cohen jiggers for some years. Ron was a Sydney              

Telegraphist and supervisor, and later Postmaster in a number of NSW and A.C.T. post offices.                                                                      

Ron’s website is  http://australiantelegraph.wordpress.com/ 
 

BACKGROUND 

The story was published in M.M. in 2010. This revision, including some corrections, will probably be the last written by me, but by far the 

most important. In the opening months of 2013 we learned the most astounding but welcome news – that Leo Cohen had two children, a 

son Geoffrey, and a daughter Helen. Married and living in Canberra, Helen Noonan has been in touch with us since, to tell us as much as 

she can recall of her father’s life.  Her brother, Geoffrey Cohen who lives on Phillip Island, has assisted with recollections as well. This 

now presents a face, and an interesting personality of Leo Cohen. Many of us have been waiting to hear more of him for  decades .    

(Details of the presentation of a Cohen Morse ‘jigger’ to Helen is contained in the June 2013 W.A. Morsecodians Messenger).  

 

Regarding Mr. Cohen - it may be more practical if we refer to Leo in these notes by his Christian name. Using Cohen seems a little       

disrespectful, and using the prefix Mr. may become monotonous. For the same reason, we will treat other folk mentioned in a like manner. 

 

MIGRATION TO AUSTRALIA – THE BEGINNING 

In view of the importance of Leo’s contribution to Australian telegraphy, his colonial family history blending into Federation should not be 

overlooked. Leo’s father, Herman Cohen, was born in Memel, East Prussia (now Lithuania) in about 1876.  Herman’s father was Joseph 

Herman Cohen, a merchant born in about 1847, and his wife was Jessie Hayman, born in about 1852.  Herman and his brother, Isaac     

Phillip Cohen, born in about 1872, and presumably in the former East Prussia as well, migrated to Australia, but separately. Research tells 

us that Herman arrived on the Orient Line steamship ‘Austral’ at Albany on December 2, 1892.  Isaac travelled later on the steamship 

‘Cuzco’ bound for Melbourne which departed England on November 10, 1899. We do not know if the ship stopped at Fremantle or        

Albany, enroute, but earlier voyages of this vessel did make stops at Albany. It is therefore presumed that Isaac disembarked there, the 

closest point to Kalgoorlie. 

 

                                 Continued page 4 
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Leo’s maternal grandmother, Kate Crewe, was born at Logan River Qld in 1847. (Her father, Samuel Crewe, born about 1816, was        

convicted of larceny in England and was transported to NSW in 1836. He received a Conditional Pardon at Moreton Bay, Qld, in 1844).   

At age 19 Kate  married John Ford (24) in Brisbane on July 10, 1866 . John was from Ireland and was born in 1842. We don’t know if 

John died, or if there was a divorce, as Kate appeared later to be in a relationship with David Hyam Hyman, a former London storekeeper.  

Leo’s mother, Evelyn was born in Normanby near Cooktown on July 11, 1877.  David was 27 at the time, and Kate 29.  Both were de-

scribed in the Certificate as Evelyn’s parents but were not married. 

 

Herman Cohen married Evelyn in Boulder City (near Kalgoorlie) on May 26, 1898. 

On their Marriage Certificate Evelyn is shown as Evelyn McMillan. Her father is now said to be Ronald D. McMillan, a miner, and her 

mother, Kate Ford, formerly Crewe, so we presume Kate may have married for a second time. As for David Hyman, her natural father, he 

was born in London and died in Sydney in 1901. He was described as a tailor. 

 

Herman and Evelyn had two daughters and two sons; Lily Bertha, born and died in 1898, Leo Gilbert, born on August 11, 1900 and Phil-

lip Mort, born on June 1, 1903 in Kalgoorlie. The second daughter Doreen Rosa, was presumed born in Kalgoorlie in 1907. In 1906 the 

family was living at 165 McDonald Street, Kalgoorlie. Curiously, this is the same address as Herman’s business.  

  

Herman’s unfortunate insolvency was reported in the Kalgoorlie Western Argus newspaper of May 15, 1906. In summary, he had been 

carrying on business at McDonald Street, Kalgoorlie as the Federation Bottling Works for the previous seven years.  Bottling beer      

involved a great deal of equipment and attention to detail. One brew that was recorded and bottled by Herman was named ‘Gold Head 

Ale’ and was mentioned in the Kalgoorlie Miner newspaper of March 11, 1905. The journalist said that the trade-mark bottle label was 

distinctly original and attractive, ‘which, judging by a sample of the contents of a bottle, ought to become popular on the fields’.           

Herman’s brother, Isaac Phillip Cohen, was a partner until 1902 when he died. Herman first became aware that he was insolvent on 

March 23, 1906 when the Union Brewery took possession of the premises under a Bill of Sale. Many expensive improvements to the 

business had been made in the two years prior to this, which seemed to be doing well, but Herman had not anticipated the heavy costs 

which hampered operations. He attributed this to the company’s failure after having to borrow money to remain afloat. (Around  1903 

Kalgoorlie had a population of about 30,000 people, half a dozen breweries and over eighty hotels – a full blown mining town). 

 

MOVE FROM KALGOORLIE 

Following the loss of the business, it seems that the family may have then moved to Mount Kokeby, a small town about 65 miles or so 

south of Perth, where Evelyn was presumed to be owner and licencee of the Mount Kokeby hotel.  The hotel was sold in 1909 and a few 

gaps began to appear in the family’s movements. 

 

MOVE TO SOUTH AUSTRALIA & VICTORIA 

Helen Noonan believes Leo’s family then moved to the Adelaide area at some point, and thought Leo had been educated there as a   

youngster by the Jesuits. We do know that the 1914 Electoral Roll for the Victorian town of Nagambie, Victoria, shows Leo’s father   

Herman as a hotel manager, and mother Evelyn, as licenced victualler, respectively. The significance of the town of Nagambie for Helen 

will be mentioned later. It is half an hour or so by road, north of Seymour, Victoria. By 1919 the Electoral Roll shows Herman and      

Evelyn living at 19 Beaconsfield Parade, St. Kilda West, with Herman’s occupation listed as a billiard marker. 

We lose all trace of Herman after this date - which remains a mystery to the family to this day. 

 

JOINING THE P.M.G. - & CAREER CHANGES 

Young Leo was first appointed to the PostMaster-General’s Department  at Healesville, Victoria, as a telegraph messenger on 18 January, 

1915. His annual salary was  £39, with a Living Away from Home Allowance of  £12 per annum. 

He later appeared in the 6 September, 1917 Commonwealth Gazette as being a Messenger in training (Telegraphist-in-training) at the 

Chief Telegraph Office (CTO) in Melbourne with an annual salary of £78.  We presume he resided with his parents during the telegraphy 

course. One of his friends and later business associate,   J. W. (Bill) Layther was in the same class.  Other Messengers in  training (or 

more accurately, Telegraphist-in-training) included some people well known to us  – Ray Jones, George Willcox, Frank McGuire, Reg 

Jebb, Jim Garvey, Frank McEvoy, and Frank Loftus, most of whom had retired by the end of the 1950’s or early 1960’s.  

Some members of the 1917 group are shown in a photograph held at the Hawthorn Telephone and Telegraph Museum in Melbourne. The 

image was kindly provided by Maurie Milani of Mildura.  Ray Jones, who appears at the end of one of the rows at the left hand end is 

indistinct. The same photo apparently belonging to Ray, appears briefly in a 20 minute film entitled The Chief Telegraph Office –          

A Tradition of Service (February 13, 1987) which was produced when the Melbourne CTO at 315 Little Bourke Street closed down after 

60 years of service. The old building was demolished and a new structure stands on its site by 2010. 

In 1920 Leo became a Postal Assistant (unattached), which meant he could serve anywhere in Victoria. His annual salary was  £126. 

 

GENESIS OF THE SIMPLEX AUTO ‘JIGGER’ 

Somewhere around this time, 1920, the famous Simplex Auto Morse key was invented. In one undated Cohen brochure advertising a   

jigger described as a New Improved Model, it stated the following :- 

 

The Simplex Auto Sender is the invention of Mr. L. G. Cohen, a Melbourne Telegraphist. 

In 1923 it was adopted by the Postmaster General’s Department as a standard sending aid for the Commonwealth of Australia, and it is 

also extensively used in the Railway Telegraphic Services. 

The brochure goes on to say that the units were – “Obtainable from Leo. G. Cohen, Telegraphist, C.T.O. Melbourne. – Inventor and Sole 

Manufacturer.”  This suggests of course that the jigger was invented in the early 1920’s, and certainly by 1923.                                    

(We have discovered 5 different jigger advertisements and all are undated).         
                                Continued page 5

     

Leo Cohen continued 
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HOW WERE THE JIGGERS MANUFACTURED ? 

Considering that perhaps over 5,000 were built and sold, we were baffled how Leo could have managed it alone. But finally, we now 

know that he was not alone in this manufacturing enterprise !  Helen Noonan was able to tell us that a telegraph mechanic named George 

Louis Otto Carl Juckert (known as Carl) was part of the team. Carl was born in 1884 and died in 1957. This man will have possessed the 

fitting and turning skills to operate a lathe, milling machine, drilling equipment and metal bending devices, vital elements in the       

manufacture of the jiggers. Carl in various electoral and census records is shown as being an instrument maker, mechanic, telegraph     

mechanic and toolmaker. (In my era - 1955 onwards - they were designated as Telegraph technicians and Supervising technicians. They 

had very substantial training and practical experience in electro-mechanical telegraphy techniques and repairs, covering both Morse and 

machine systems).    
 

Carl and Leo operated workshops at the rear of several of the Cohen residences over the years. Helen also recalls watching the Morse 

keys being made in those small workshops when a young girl, perhaps at 34 Fitzgibbon Crescent Balaclava, one of Carl’s home         

addresses for many years. Carl lived in several suburbs including Richmond, St. Kilda, and Caulfield. Leo is mentioned again in the 

Commonwealth Gazette of November 18, 1927, and was designated a Telegraphist in the CTO Melbourne on an annual salary of  £294. 

 

MARRIAGE 

Leo’s wife was Mary Kathleen Goss who was born in Hamilton, Victoria on February 3, 1902.  She was however, known to all as Kath. 

They were married in St. Kilda on September 5, 1925. 

 

Two children were born of the marriage, Geoffrey in 1927, and Helen in 1931. 

 

HOME AND FAMILY LIFE 

Helen Noonan said the family lived at 31 Croydon Road, Surrey Hills, near Chatham station until she was about 5, the residence owned 

by her parents. Her father did the usual things that occur in family life. Leo mowed the lawns and serviced his English-made, ‘Essex’ 

motor car. Leo and Kath had an active social life and played tennis at the nearby courts in Croydon Road. Leo and son Geoffrey used to 

walk to the dairy to buy milk.  The family later lived in two other homes so that the children could be closer their school at St. Dominics. 

 

NAGAMBIE 

Leo had an apparent liking for the town, Nagambie, and took Geoffrey there for a holiday with Leo’s brother. Phillip also took Geoff to 

Nagambie in his motor bike and side car on one occasion. Helen recalls she and her mother also visited Nagambie as a family. We both 

presume this attraction for the town stems from Leo’s recollection of it (and the hotel) when the family was living there around 1914. He 

was old enough to recall life here as an early teenager and obviously had a great fondness for it. 

Of course a major part of Leo’s after-work home life was his involvement with Carl Juckert in the manufacture and sale of the Morse 

jiggers, and as said earlier, had a workshop behind the house in Surrey Hills. Helen recalls the machine ‘shop’ and what she presumed 

were jiggers, being made in numbers. 

 

MOVE TO THE POSTAL SIDE 

In 1934 Leo was promoted to Senior Postal Clerk Grade 1 at Hawthorn (£324 per annum). We presume he was still a Telegraphist prior 

to this move.. 

In 1937 he was transferred to the Senior Postal Clerk Grade 1 position at Canterbury (£324 per annum). Details are shown in the       

Commonwealth Gazette for June, 1937. 

 

WORLD WAR II SERVICE 

Leo volunteered for the Australian Army (A.I.F.) during World War II and enlisted on 13 November, 1939, holding the rank of          

lieutenant on probation. His Army Serial No. was VX209 - (V indicating Victoria, and X indicating the Service Branch – the Army). 

 

In January, 1940 he embarked on a troop transport ship in Sydney and disembarked at Kantara in Egypt on February 18, 1940. By early 

1941 he was serving in Greece. In January, 1943 he sailed from the Middle East to Australia and after a brief leave was posted as        

Officer Commanding the Northern Territory Military Postal Service where he served at Adelaide River, and Darwin. He left the N.T. in 

December, 1944, and again after a short leave, sailed on the S.S. ‘Ormiston’ from Brisbane to Bougainville, 

arriving in February, 1945. He saw service in Bougainville and at Lae, and returned to Sydney by aircraft during August, 1945. He was 

finally posted to Melbourne, and was honourably discharged on 30 January 1946, earlier being Captain, and now holding the substantive 

rank of Major. 

(Leo’s address on enlistment was 113 Hoddle Street, Richmond. While he was overseas, his wife Kath, and children Geoffrey and Helen 

lived here while Kath ran a boarding house for about three years, to help supplement the family income. They then moved to Brighton 

and lived with Kath’s aunt until Kath bought a house at 5 Glyndon Avenue, Brighton.) 

 

JIGGERS DURING THE WAR 

Another undated brochure advertising the Simplex Auto jigger was printed during the war. It stated that J. W. Layther, P.M.,           

Moorpoona,Vic.  as being Australian Representative for Leo. G. Cohen A.I.F. – Manufacturer and Sole Distributor. 

This brochure has one small page on how to manipulate the Simplex Auto, and another two pages relating to the adjustment of the     

Simplex Auto. It is presumed that this type of brochure accompanied all jiggers sold to interested operators. 

Leo Cohen continued 



 

FRIEND/ASSOCIATE – BILL LAYTHER 

During the War, James William (Bill) Layther (Leo’s former Telegraphist-in-training colleague) was his official representative, 

handling sales of the Cohen jiggers. Bill was born on February 10, 1901 and joined the PMG in 1916. He appears in the 1927 and 

1937 Commonwealth Gazette listings as being a Telegraphist in the CTO Melbourne. 

 

During Wartime, Bill Layther was Postmaster at Mooroopna, Victoria. We also know that Bill was a Senior Postal Clerk at         

Carnegie and that probably pre-dated his move to Mooroopna. Two brochures at least, are in existence relating to Bill Layther’s 

involvement as an agent of Leo Cohen. 

   

RETURN FROM ACTIVE SERVICE 

Helen doesn’t remember seeing her father during the war years, and on his return and being discharged from military service in 

1946, the family was reunited. The family unit remained intact until 1947 – about a year after Leo came home. Unfortunately there 

was a breakdown in the marriage, the reasons only known to Helen’s parents.  As far as his children know, Leo moved in with post 

office friends at their home in Camberwell, and remained there for some years.  Leo and Kath did not divorce, and they spoke when 

necessary about decisions regarding the children, their welfare, schooling and so forth. 

 

Geoffrey and Helen when adults, would occasionally have dinner with Leo at his Masonic Club. Geoff recalls him occasionally 

having a glass of beer. Helen met with her father on several occasions, one time being when they visited his dying mother Evelyn, 

in hospital in 1953. 

 

WORLD WAR II SERVICE – PHILLIP COHEN 

Leo’s brother, Phillip also saw war service. He too volunteered in Melbourne and enlisted in the A.I.F. on May 27, 1940, his      

service Serial No. VX21768. His initial attachment was with the 4th General Hospital. Phillip was single before enlistment 

(although later marrying after the war) and his then occupation was as a newspaper printer. 

 

He embarked on a troop transport on September 9, 1940 and disembarked in Palestine on November 1, 1940. He was attached to 

several Postal Units in the region. Phillip saw service in the Northern Territory and other establishments during the war, and was 

honourably discharged with the rank of Sergeant after returning to Melbourne from the Northern Territory on September 15, 1945. 

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

                Al Moore 
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Coming Events.   
              

                 AGM 21st October 2013 
 
 Annual General Meeting  21st October 2013  10 am  
            Rosemount Hotel North Perth. 
 
 Election of office bearers and presentation of Annual Financial Statement—         
to be followed by General Meeting for general business. 
 
Please make every effort to attend.  
 
Afterwards lunch is available at a  reasonable price. 



    MFWA Constitution amendments 
 

The Commissioner for Consumer Protection, whilst accepting the  Fraternity’s revised Constitution adopted at our June meeting, upon 

review found perceived inconsistencies with the Act. 

To address the problem areas, in the absence of our Secretary, notice of a Special Resolution to be moved at the Fraternity’s next 

General Meeting on 21/10/2013 by either the Assistant Secretary/Treasurer or the Vice President or by the President  vacating the 

chair, is hereby given  -  the Special Resolution being as follows:- 

 

 “ THAT the Constitution of the Morsecodians Fraternity of Western Australia Inc be amended regarding Clause 6,  Sub Clause  

   8.2,  Sub Clause 10.1, and Clause 15, as follows:- 

 

Clause 6 The Committee. 

 

Clause 6 currently reads: 

 

6.1 The Committee comprised of the President, the Vice President, the Secretary/Treasurer and the Assistant Secretary/Treasurer  

shall be empowered to properly and expediently manage the daily running of the Fraternity in order to meet its objects.. 

 

6.2  Every member as per clause 3.1 shall be entitled to be elected to the Committee. 

 

6.3 The term of office shall commence at the end of the Annual General Meeting at which the election is conducted until the 

 close of the next Annual General Meeting. 

 

6.4  Vacancies of Office Bearers by virtue of the expiry of their term shall be filled at the Annual General Meeting. 

 

6.5 Casual vacancies due to death or resignation are to be filled at the next General Meeting. Vacancies can also occur by     

 resolution at a General Meeting. 

 

Clause 6 Amended by the Addition of the Following sub-clauses: 

 

6.6. The Committee must meet together for the dispatch of business not less than three times in  each year and the Chairperson, 

 or at least half the members of the Committee, may at any time convene a meeting of the Committee. 

 

6.7 Each Committee member has a deliberative vote. 

 

6.8 A question arising at a Committee meeting must be decided by a majority of  votes, but, if  there no majority, the person 

 presiding at the Committee meeting will have a casting vote in  addition to his or her deliberative vote 

 

6.9 At a Committee meeting three Committee members constitute a quorum. 

 

6.10  Subject to these rules, the procedure and order of business to be followed at a Committee meeting must be determined by 

 the Committee members present at the Committee meeting. 

 

6.11 As required under sections 21 and 22 of the Act, a Committee member having any direct or indirect pecuniary interest in a 

 contract, or proposed contract, made by, or in the contemplation of, the Committee (except if that pecuniary interest exists 

 only by virtue of the fact that the member of the Committee is a member of a class of persons for whose benefit the          

 Fraternity is established), must – 

 

 (a) as soon as he or she becomes aware of that interest, disclose the nature and extent of his or her interest to the        

 Committee; and – 

 

 (b) not take part in any deliberations or decision of the Committee with respect to that contract. 

 

6.12 Sub-rule 6.11(a) does not apply with respect to a pecuniary interest that exists only by virtue of the fact that the member of 

 the Committee is an employee of the Fraternity. 

 

6.13 The Secretary must cause every disclosure made under sub-clause 6.11(a) by a member of the Committee to be recorded in 

 the minutes of the meeting of the Committee at which it is made. 
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Sub-clause 8.2 Notification of Meetings. 

 

Sub-Clause 8.2 Currently reads: 

 

 8.2 Notices of pending meetings are published in and circulated via our Newsletter, which is mailed to all members three times 

 annually, approximately two weeks prior to the particular meeting. 

 

Sub-Clause 8.2 amended to read as under:   

 

 8.2 All members will be given notice in writing of the date, time and place of any General Meeting. In the case of the  

 Annual General Meeting and other General Meetings such notice shall be seven full days and in the case of an   

 Extraordinary General Meeting, fourteen full days. 

 

 Clause 10 General Meetings. 

 

 Sub-Clause 10.1 currently reads as under: 

   

 General Meetings are held every 4 months and members are advised by Newsletter. 

 

 Delete current Sub-Clause 10.1 and substitute the following. 

 

  10.1  General Meetings of the Fraternity are held at least three times annually, generally during the months of February,  

 June and October. All members are advised of these meetings as per Rule 8.2. 

 

 Clause 15 The End Of The Road. 

 Clause 15 Currently Reads: 

 

 15.1 In the event of the Fraternity being wound up by Special Resolution, any property or funds  shall be transferred to a  

 similar, not for profit association or charitable organisation incorporated in W.A. 

 

 15.2 Surplus property or funds cannot be distributed to former members of the Fraternity. 

 

 Delete all of Clause 15 and substitute the following 

 

Clause 15 Distribution of surplus property on winding up of the Fraternity. 

 

 15.1 If upon the winding up or dissolution of the Fraternity, there remains after satisfaction of all its debts and liabilities  

 any property whatsoever, the same must not be paid to or distributed among the members, or former members.                   

The surplus property must be given or transferred to another association incorporated under the Act which has  similar objects and 

which is not carried out for the purposes of profit or gain to its individual members, and which  association shall be determined by 

resolution of the members.”  

 ROYAL SHOW ROSTER  28th Sept—5th Oct 2013 

 
 Sat 28th Sept    Greenslade Field Keays  Macdonald Ravenscroft  Joynes 
 
 Sun 29th Sept   Bright   Fathers   Field   Knox   Rice   Crowe 
 
 Mon 30th Sept  Bright  Keays  Spalding  Naunton  Ravenscroft 
 
 Tues 1st Oct       Delaney  Greenslade  Harris  Hewson  Spear 
 

 Wed 2nd Oct     Cross  Darroch  Knox  Tyler  Spalding  Stephens 
 
 Thur 3rd Oct  Bright  Fathers  Govan  Rice  Sinclair  Naunton  
 
Fri  4th Oct     Greenslade  Harris  Knox  McShane  Tyler  Murray 
 
Sat 5th Oct       Keays  Macdonald  Murray  Sinclair  Spalding 
 

   If unable to attend on your rostered day  
   please arrange swap with another member. 

MFWA Constitution amendments        CONTINUED 



     

      Testing the Robley & Tough Semi-Automatic Piergraph  
 
Following previous articles about the Double Lever Robley and Tough Semi Automatic Piergraph, several replicas have 
been produced, however from reports not all of these have given satisfactory results. 
 
At the risk of boring readers with yet another story on this unique Jigger and with the kind permission of the Wireless 
Hill Telecommunications Museum’s Curator Gina Capes, I was able to test run the genuine Piergraph using both 
sounder and oscillator. Considering its age and the condition of the dot  contact reed it performed quite well. 
 
             The original Robley and Tough Piergraph morse key 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As previously mentioned the Piergraph is unusual to most in-line  jiggers which have the pendulum affixed to and in 
line with the paddles and are whipped into action by abrupt thumb pressure. By contrast, the Piergraph’s pendulum is 
affixed to a separate post and operates on the ‘Tension Release’ principle similar to the Cohen Simplex Auto. With this 
method a coil spring forces the pendulum into a loaded or cocked position against the tension of the main spring until 
released by thumb pressure on the dot lever. The pendulum is then allowed to  pendulate in its natural position. 
 
Another unusual feature is that the pendulum is on a different plane above the dot and dash levers. This permits the           
release mechanism to be easily located closer to the fixed end of the pendulum and thus a small movement of the      
release mechanism allows quite a good arc of the pendulum. The pendulum weight could be set anywhere along the  
entire length of the arm ensuring a wide speed range. It is estimated that pendulations could be adjusted to anywhere 
between 18 and 30+ wpm. 
 
The Piergraph was manufactured in Perth WA during the 1920s by two PMG mechanics (later designated technicians) 
J.Robley and F.Tough. Whether they had Morse operating qualifications is not known, but an additional salary          
allowance could be earned if these qualifications were possessed.  
Their ‘factory’ was in a back room of the Horse Shoe Café in Pier Street Perth; hence the trade name Piergraph.  
It is highly possible that the Piergraph at the Wireless Hill Telecommunication Museum is the only authentic machine 
still in existence world wide.    
            
(Double Click - August 2013)     

                             
      YouTube video of the original 1920’s Piergraph key using oscillator by ‘Double Click’ 
 

    http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teT2a65gtGo&feature=youtu.be 

      A  Tribute to Robert Basil (Bob) Firns 1926-2013 

Bob was a Postal Clerk at Broome post World War 2 and in the late 50’s became Senior Postal Clerk at Pinjarra. After some time 

in the Central Wheat Belt he transferred to Brunswick Junction as Postmaster where he spent several years before being promoted 

to Ceduna. He progressed further to be Postmaster Clare in the Barossa Valley. 

Despite several unsuccessful attempts to transfer back to Western Australia he eventually resigned from Clare and came back here 

where he operated a service station in Mount Lawley for a time. Later he sought reinstatement to Australia Post and served out his 

latter working years as Postmaster Pingelly. 

In the week before his passing I received a phone call and the voice on the other end said:                                                             

‘Dit Da Dit’ - ‘Da Dit Dit Dit’ – ‘Dit Dit Da Dit’ – did you get it? (RBF).                                                                                         

We had a long conversation with Bob displaying his renowned cheerfulness and positive outlook despite advising that he had been 

suffering from the big ‘C’.   Da Da Dit – Da Dit Dit Dit Bob. Vale to a good bloke – Chas Spalding  
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Tambo in Central Queensland was a telegraph      
repeater station employing up to four                      
telegraphists and an OIC. 
 
When the new post-office building was opened in 
1886 there were five telegraph lines terminating at 
or passing through the office—lines 6, 18, 26, 17, 
and 46. The latter was a duplex line.  
 
Following a visit by Bill Morrow from Tally Ho (Vic)   
negotiations were commenced to set up some      
telegraph gear, and Ted Rankins from Bendigo –
reluctantly– sold them some   instruments. An  
automatic transmitter  previously used at Bendigo 
was included. 
 
In June this year Tambo celebrated it’s 150th    
birthday. The town’s population of 615 increased to 
over 2,000 for several days.  
 
 Bill Morrow and Ernie Bell from Bendigo set up 
two    dial-up lines [lines provided by Telstra] for 
three days. They sent 253 messages to four           
receivers—McCrae (Bill Hall), Albury (Rex        
Rutherford), Beechworth (Leo Nette) and          
Eaglehawk (Peter Shaw). 
 
Bill and Betty Morrow were awarded the sash for 
the best dressed couple at the ball which was        
attended by some 500 patrons.  
 
Bill wore his ’telegraph’ gear and Betty made a     
period costume for the event. 
                    —.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 
 
Ron McMullen at Yass still has scores of                
telegraph items for sale on behalf of Alison Ryan 
(Fred’s widow). Prices are ’normal’.  

                                             

   = Peter Shaw at Eaglehawk + 
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From book "The Sea Watchers".    

   Coast Radio in the 1960's. 

 

These notes reveal some of the technical shortcomings - and consequent    

practical problems for the operators - encountered by   Radio Officers who 

worked at the Esperance and Darwin stations in the 1960's. The first note 

was contributed by John Eales, who was Manager, Esperance Radio, at the 

time of writing          (early 1980's):  

  

On a relieving trip to this station (Esperance Radio) about 1962, I was 

stunned to find that all landline communications were conducted by sounder, 

the clacking of which sounded like no Morse I've ever heard. There was an 

old tone oscillator that could be connected across the sounder. However, it 

was quickly made clear to me that it was a matter of professional honour that 

the thing be left where it was, gathering dust. Actually, one's ear quickly 

became attuned to the clicks so the device presented little problem. 

 

The landline circuit was shared by all the post offices between Esperance and 

Kalgoorlie (including Scadden, Grasspatch, Salmon Gums, etc.) and the Post 

Office telegraphists, used to dashing off mainly short telegrams, averaging 

12 words, would tear their hair in frustration when VIE would hog the line 

for an hour or so, putting to line a long re-order message from Wilkes Base,         

Antarctica. if a station on the line had an urgent message (a "UM"), it was 

entitled to       interrupt ordinary traffic to send its UM. All traffic through 

Esperance Radio was international traffic and, as such, classed as UMs. So 

the situation was, OTC had virtual control of the PMG landline. (Still, they   

couldn't have hated us too much. The VIE staff was always invited to the   

Esperance PO annual Christmas party.) 

  

In those early days at Esperance, the town electricity supply was DC and,       

anyway, didn't extend up Wireless Hill to the station. The station receivers 

were battery powered, as was the lighting, the batteries being charged as     

required by a DC generator driven by a Chapman Pup petrol engine. The 

transmitters (AWA 50901s) were  powered by a three-phase alternator driven 

by a one-lung   Ronaldson and Tippet diesel, hand cranked. When a ship 

called up Esperance Radio, it was necessary for the operator to pop next 

door, start up the R & T, switch on the transmitter and wait for it to warm up 

- only to find all too often the ship had got fed up and gone  elsewhere to 

send his traffic! 

  

By contrast, today at Esperance Radio, with AC mains, air conditioning, a 

whole bank of modern Sagem TX-20 teleprinters  communicating on 

TRESS, Telex, etc., with five-unit reperforator senders; transmitters        

available at the switch; Wilkes Base gone RTTY via Sydney; no more weak 

outpost radios, all stations in the area having now got telephones. Yet     

somehow, life seemed much less of a hassle in those early days. 

  

Lightning strikes at Darwin Radio. John Eales's most vivid memory of   

Darwin Radio where he served just a few years later, were incredible       

electrical storms they would get every wet season. Lightning would          

frequently strike main masts and aerials, and circuit breakers would jump out 

of equipment. 

  

The following note on the same subject from W. A. Easterling:                                                                                                          

Earthing was a problem [at Darwin}, as it attracted some mighty big       

lightning strikes. The staff were given "LSD" (Lightning Strike Drill) the 

procedure to be followed when the town power failed during the Wet.           

It was advised to disconnect the station circuits from the power circuits      

entirely and switch to the station 415V alternator. 


